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Abstract 

Web usage mining is the type of Web mining activity that involves the automatic discovery of user access 

patterns from one or more Web servers. In this paper we analyze the pattern using different algorithms like 

Apriori, Hash tree and Fuzzy and then we used enhanced Apriori algorithm to give the solution for Crisp 

Boundry problem with higher optimized efficiency while comparing to other algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

 The aim in web mining is to discover and retrieve useful and interesting patterns from a 

large dataset.  In web mining, this dataset is the huge web data [7]. Web data contains different 

kinds of information, including, web structure data, web log data, and user profiles data [9, 10]. 

Web mining is the application of data mining techniques to extract knowledge from web data, 

where at least one of structure or usage data is used in the mining process. Web usage mining has 

various application areas such as web pre-fetching, link prediction, site reorganization and web 

personalization [1, 2, and 14]. Most important phases of web usage mining are the [2,3] 

reconstruction of user sessions by using heuristics techniques and discovering useful patterns 

from these sessions by using pattern discovery techniques like association rule mining, Apriori 

etc [4,3]. We propose an integrated system (Web Tool) for applying data mining [16] techniques 

such as association rules or sequential patterns on access log files. The fig.1 represents the 

System architecture diagram for our paper. 
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2. System Architecture 
 

 

         

 

2.1 Web Usage Mining 

Web Usage Mining consists of three phases which are named 

and pattern [2,19] analysis. This phase has two parts called 

Filtering is the most important task in web usage mining since the quality of mined patterns 

depends on this directly. In the pattern discovery phase, Special pattern discovery algorithms 

applied on raw data which is output of the data processing 

phase interesting knowledge is extracted from frequent patterns and these results are used in 

various applications such as personalization, system improveme
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 [Fig .1] 

Web Usage Mining consists of three phases which are named data processing, pattern discovery 

This phase has two parts called data cleaning and filtering

Filtering is the most important task in web usage mining since the quality of mined patterns 

In the pattern discovery phase, Special pattern discovery algorithms 

applied on raw data which is output of the data processing phase [3,7]. In the pattern analysis 

phase interesting knowledge is extracted from frequent patterns and these results are used in 

various applications such as personalization, system improvement, site modification.  
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pattern discovery 

filtering[1, 19]. 

Filtering is the most important task in web usage mining since the quality of mined patterns 

In the pattern discovery phase, Special pattern discovery algorithms are 

In the pattern analysis 

phase interesting knowledge is extracted from frequent patterns and these results are used in 
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3. Generation of Log file 

The quality of the patterns discovered in web usage mining process highly depends on the quality 

of the data used in the mining processes [11]. When the web browser traces the web pages and 

stores the Server log file. Web usage data contains information about the Internet addresses of 

web users with their navigational behavior the basic information source for web usage [17]. 

3.1. Web Server Data:  

When any user agent (e.g., IE, Mozilla, Netscape, etc) hits an URL in a domain, the information 

related to that operation is recorded in an access log file. In the data processing task, the web log 

data can be [4, 13 and 17] preprocessed in order to obtain session information for all users. 

Access log file on the server side contains log information of user that opened a session [17, 18]. 

These records have seven common fields, which are:  

1. User’s IP address, 2. Access date and time, 3. Request method (GET or POST),  

4. URL of the page accessed, 5. Transfer protocol (HTTP 1.0, HTTP 1.1,),  

6. Success of return code. 7. Number of bytes transmitted.  

 

 

        Log File Functional Diagram [Fig.2] 

 

3.2. Preprocessing 

 

         Data Cleaning Diagram [Fig.3] 
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Data Filtering Diagram [Fig.4] 

 

Data Cleaning is also a customized step [2, 4], which includes integrating different usage logs, 

and parsing data from these usage logs. This process can be performed by detecting file types 

which have suffixes such as text and hyperlink. The nature of the data to be clustered plays a key 

role when choosing the right algorithm for clustering [5, 11and 12].  

3.3. Pattern Analysis Phase 

Pattern discovery is the main issue in both web usage mining and data mining [1, 2 and3]. 

The search space increases exponentially as the lengths of patterns to be discovered increase [6, 

12 and 13]. Also, discovered patterns must be interpreted and understandable knowledge must be 

extracted from them.  Also the comparison of Pattern Discovery on Web Logs Data [4, 5]. 

Commonly used pattern discovery algorithms that are also suitable for Web Usage Mining are 

[10, 11and 12]  

   

4. General Rule for Proposed Algorithm 

 

The proposed algorithm is based on the Hash tree Algorithm steps of frequent item sets and 

rule generation phases. Frequent item sets are generated in two steps. In the first step all possible 

combination of items, called the candidate item set (Ck) is generated [20, 21]. In the second step, 

support of each candidate item set is counted and those item sets that have support values greater 

than the user-specified minimum support from the frequent item set (Fk). In this algorithm the 

database is scanned multiple times and the number of scans cannot be determined in advance [6, 

4 and 3].  

  Suppose one of the large item sets is Lk, Lk = {I1, I2, …, Ik}, association rules with this 

item sets are generated in the following way  the first rule is {I1, I2, … , Ik-1}  {Ik}, by checking 

the confidence this rule can be determined as interesting or not. Then other rule are generated by 

deleting the last items in the antecedent and inserting it to the consequent, further the confidences 
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of the new rules are checked to determine the 

processes iterated until the antecedent becomes empty. Since the second sub problem is quite 

straight forward, most of the researches focus on the first sub problem.

finds the frequent sets In Database

[19, 18]. 

An association rule is about the relationship between two disjoint item sets, X and Y. It is denoted 

as X ⇒ Y. It presents the pattern → When X occurs, Y also occurs. 

Association rules do not represent any sort of causality or correlation between the two items 

sets. 

X ⇒ Y does not mean that X causes Y. There is no causality.

X ⇒ Y can imply different meaning than Y 

Support for an item set X in a transactional database D is defined as 

For an association rule X ⇒ Y, we can calculate

Support(X ⇒ Y) = support (XY) = support(X union Y).

Confidence(X ⇒ Y) = support (XY) / support(X).

Support (S) and Confidence (C) can also be related to

probabilities as follows 

Support(X ⇒ Y) = P(XY).  Confidence

SET k = 1; 

Find frequent item set, from the set of all candidate item sets;

 ( : Candidate item set of size 

Scan D and count each item set in C

itemset to Lk 

For k = 1, C1 = all item sets of length = 1

For k > 1, generate Ck from Lk-1 as follows:

The join step:  

Ck = k-2 way join of Lk-1 with itself.

If both {a
1
,..,ak-2, ak-1} & {a

1
,.., ak-2, a
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of the new rules are checked to determine the interestingness of them [20,21 and 22]

processes iterated until the antecedent becomes empty. Since the second sub problem is quite 

straight forward, most of the researches focus on the first sub problem. The Apriori algorithm 

In Database .A k-item set is an item set with exactly k items in it

is about the relationship between two disjoint item sets, X and Y. It is denoted 

→ When X occurs, Y also occurs.  

Association rules do not represent any sort of causality or correlation between the two items 

Y does not mean that X causes Y. There is no causality. 

Y can imply different meaning than Y ⇒ X, unlike correlation. 

transactional database D is defined as count(X) / |D|. 

Y, we can calculate 

Y) = support (XY) = support(X union Y). 

Y) = support (XY) / support(X). 

Support (S) and Confidence (C) can also be related to joint probabilities and conditional 

Confidence (X ⇒ Y) = P(Y/X). 

Find frequent item set, from the set of all candidate item sets; 

)  ,  ( : frequent item set of size )  

Scan D and count each item set in Ck, if the count is greater than minSupp, and then add that

= all item sets of length = 1 

as follows: 

with itself. 

, ak} are in Lk-1, then add {a
1
,..,ak-2, ak-1, ak} to Ck 
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[20,21 and 22]. Those 

processes iterated until the antecedent becomes empty. Since the second sub problem is quite 

The Apriori algorithm 

is an item set with exactly k items in it 

is about the relationship between two disjoint item sets, X and Y. It is denoted 

Association rules do not represent any sort of causality or correlation between the two items 

joint probabilities and conditional 

, if the count is greater than minSupp, and then add that    
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Remove {a
1
, …,ak-2, ak-1, ak}, if it contains a non-frequent (k-1) subset. 

For every non-empty subset A of X 

Let B = X - A. 

A ⇒  Β is an association rule if Confidence (A ⇒ B) ≥ minConf. 

Where, confidence (A ⇒  B) = support (AB) / support (A), and 

Support (A ⇒  )Β .)=Support (AB) 

To overcome boundary problem,  Find out the min support, Scan D and count each itemset in Ck, 

if the count is greater than minSupp, then add that    itemset to Lk 

 

For k = 1, C1 = all item sets of length = 1, For k > 1, generate Ck from Lk-1 as follows: 

The join step:  

Ck = k-2 way join of Lk-1 with itself. 

If both {a
1
,..,ak-2, ak-1} & {a

1
,.., ak-2, ak} are in Lk-1, then add {a

1
,..,ak-2, ak-1, ak} to Ck 

The items are always stored in the sorted order. 

The prune step: 

Remove {a
1
, …,ak-2, ak-1, ak}, if it contains a non-frequent (k-1) subset. For every non-empty 

subset A of X  

Let B = X - A. 

A ⇒  Β is an association rule if  Confidence (A ⇒ B) ≥ minConf. 

Where, confidence (A ⇒  B) = support (AB) / support (A), and Support (A ⇒  )Β .) = Support 

(AB) 

One way to improve efficiency of the APRIORI would be to Prune without checking all k-1 

subsets 

Join without looping over the entire set, Lk-1. One way to improve efficiency of the APRIORI 

would be to prune without checking all k-1 subsets 

Join without looping over the entire set, Lk-1. 
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LINKS VALUES                  

.COM      1 

.EDU       2 

.ORG     3 

.IN     4 

.NET     5 

     C                             L                                   
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4.1. Rule for an Efficiency Improvement 

One way to improve efficiency of the APRIORI would be to 

1. Prune without checking all k-1 subsets. 

2. Join without looping over the entire set, Lk-1. 

3. Speed up searching and matching. 

4. Reduce the number of transactions (a kind of instance selection). 

5. Reduce the number of passes over data on disk. E.g. Reducing scans via Partition. 

6. Reduce number of subsets per transaction that must be considered. 

7. Reduce number of candidates (a kind of feature selection). 

This can be done by using hash trees 

 

A Hash tree stores all candidate k-item sets and their counts. The root is empty and its children 

are the frequent 1-itemsets. Any node at depth = k will denote and frequent k-itemset. An 

example for an hash tree for C2 = 12, 13, 15, 23, 25, 35 is shown below 

 

{}          **root 

/1    │2 \3      **edge+label 

/2 │3 \5 /3 \5  /5 

[12:][13:][15:] [23:][25:] [35:]    **leaves 

 

  An internal node v at level m contains, bucket pointers. These tell which branch is the next one 

to be traversed. The hash of the mth item is used to decide this. 

Join step using Hash Tree 

Only the frequent k-1 item sets, which have common parents, should be considered for the 

joining step. So checking all k-1 item sets in Lk-1is avoided. 

Prune step using Hash Tree 

To determine if a k-1 itemset is frequent, we have to look only for those item sets that have 

common parents, and thus avoid going through all k-1 item sets in Lk-1.To overcome crisp 

boundary problem , find out the min support  ,Scan D and count each itemset in Ck, if the count is 

greater than min Supp, then add that    itemset to Lk 
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For k = 1, C1 = all item sets of length = 1, For k > 1, generate Ck from Lk-1 as follows: 

The join step:   

Ck = k-2 way join of Lk-1 with itself. If both {a
1
,..,ak-2, ak-1} & {a

1
,.., ak-2, ak} are in Lk-1, then add 

{a
1
,..,ak-2, ak-1, ak} to Ck The items are always stored in the sorted order. 

The prune step: 

Remove {a
1
, …,ak-2, ak-1, ak}, if it contains a non-frequent (k-1) subset.For every non-empty 

subset A of X Let B = X - A.  

A ⇒  Β is an association rule if Confidence (A ⇒ B) ≥ minConf.  Where, confidence (A ⇒  B) = 

support (AB) / support (A), and Support (A ⇒  )Β .)=Support (AB) One way to improve 

efficiency of the APRIORI would be to Prune without checking all k-1 subsets Join without 

looping over the entire et, Lk-1. 

 

 

Now the minimum support value will have the crisp boundry problem that is the output value will 

not be optimized one and the efficiency will be low  to make it optimized and to improve the 

efficiency  we have done the following modifications ,i.e from the minimum support value from 

the Apriori hash tree, divide the minimum suppot by 50%  of the total item set, sice we calculate 

the min support  from Apriori hash tree the result will be in ascending so the optimized result will 

not be behind the 50% region ,  Mtc=(lk:no of item set)/(1/2 of total itemset) 
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Now we have obtained the optimized value compare to the previous Apriori algorithm Thus we 

can overcome the crisp boundary problem by our modified algorithm and we have improved the 

efficiency by our algorithm. 

5. Result and Discussion 

There are many major contributions that are involved in this work with respect to Information 

retrieval from the web. First, this work focuses on link filtering and content filtering to eliminate 

the duplicate items from the search results. It has knowledge based summarizer on keywords and 

synonyms and provides a back link reference for tracking the facts of the summary. The quick 

browse our modified algorithm proposed in this work helps in faster access to the relevant 

information in the web mining search. Finally, the whole system has been developed using 

knowledge based intelligent components with rules so that it can be embedded in a collaborative 

environment for personalization and effective information retrieval. 

 

ALGORITHMS     EFFICIENCY 

Apriori Hash Tree   80 

Apriori Hash Tree with Fuzzy 85 

modified Apriori Hash Tree 90 

modified Apriori Hash Tree with Fuzzy 97 
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6. Performance Evaluation Chart  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Efficiency of two algorithms [Fig.5] 

 

 The efficiency of the apriori hash tree algorithms and modified  apriori hash tree with 

fuzzy algorithm comparison is given in [fig5] [fig6]. [fig7]. From the given bar chart, we can 

understand that the modified Apriori hash tree with fuzzy is more effective. 

 

 

 

Efficiency of two algorithms Fig.6] 
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Performance Analysis with URL [Fig .7] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performance Analysis with confidence [Fig.8] 

 

7. Conclusion & Future Work 

With modified Apriori algorithm the structure is formulated with the help of hash tree algorithm. 

Our design tool allows experimenting with the concepts of fuzzy modify association rules. It 

finally we analyzed the crisp boundary problem in the combined algorithm and it is overcome by 

our modified association Apriori hash tree fuzzy algorithm and the efficiency is increased in it. In 

future, our work will be enhanced to develop the optimizing search application system. 
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